
From THE MURDER OF CHRIST*  

THE TRAP 

lt IS possible to get out of a trap. However, in order to break out of a 
prison, one first must confess to being in a prison. The trap is man's emotional 
structure, his character structure. There is little use in devising systems of 
thought about the nature of the trap if the only thing to do in arder to get out 
of the trap is to know the trap and to,find the exit. Everything cise is utterly 
useless: Singing hymns about the suffering iu the trap, as the enslaved Negro 
does; or making poems about the beauty of freedom outside of the trap, 
dreamed of within the trap; ar promising a life outside the trap after death, 
as Catholicism promises its congregations; or confessing a sem per ignora-
bimus as do the resigned philosophers; or building a philosophic system 
around the despair of life within the trap, as did Schopenhauer; or dreaming 
up a superman who would be so much different from the man in the trap, as 
Nietzsche did, until, trapped in a lunatic asylum, he wrote, finally, the full 
truth about himself—too late. . 

The first thing to do is to find Me exit out of Me trap. 

The nature of the trap has no interest whatsoever beyond this one crucial 
point: WHERE IS THE EXIT OUT OF THE TRAP? 

One can decorate a trap to make life more comfortable in it. This is done 
by the Michelangelos and the Shakespeares and the Goethes. One can invent 
makeshift contraptions to secure longer life in the trap. This is done by the 
great scientists and physicians, the Meyers and the Pasteurs and the Flemings. 
One can devise great art in healing broken banes when one falis into the trap. 

The crucial point still is and remains: to find the exit out of the trap. WHERE 

IS THE EXIT INTO THE ENDLESS OPEN SPACE? 

The exit remains hidden. It is the greatest riddle of ali. The most ridiculous 
as welI as tragic thing is this: 

THE EXIT IS CLEARLY VISIBLE TO ALL TRAPPED IN THE ROLE. YET NOBODY SEEMS 

TO SEE IT. EVERYBODY KNOWS WHERE THE EXIT IS. YET NOBODY SEEMS TO \IAKE A 
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MOVE TOWARD IT. MORE: WHOEVER MOVES TOWARD THE EXIT, OR WHOEVER POINTS 

TOWARD IT IS DECLARED CRAZY OR A CRIMINAL OR A SINNER TO MJRN IN HELL. 

It turns out that the trouble is not with the trap or even with finding the 
exit. The trouble is WITHIN THE TRAPPED OVES. 

AH this is, seen from outside the trap, incomprehensible to a simple mind. 
Ir is even somehow insane. Why don't they see and move toward the clearly 

exit? As soon as they get dose to the exit they start screarning and run 
away from it. As soon as anyone among them tries to get out, they kill him. 
Only a very few slip out of the trap in the dark night when everybody is 
asleep. 

This is the situation in which Jesus Christ finds himself. And this is the 
behaviour of the victims in the trap when they will kill him. 

The functioning of living Life is ali' around us, within us, in our sensos, 
before our noses, clearly visible in every single animal or troe ar flower. We 
feel it in our bodies and in our blood. Yet it remained for the trapped orles 
the greatest, most inaccessible riddle of ali. 

However, Life was not the riddle. The riddle is how it could have remained 
unsolved for such a long period of time. The great problem of hiagenesis and 
bio-energetics is easily accessible by direct observation. The great problem of 
Life and the origin of Life is a psychiatric one; it is a problem of the char-
acter structure of Man who succeedcd so long in evading its solution. The 
cancer scourge is not the big problem it seems to he. The prohlem is the 
character structure af the cancer pathologists who in so masterly a way have 
obfuscated it. 

It is the BASIC EVASION aF TIIE ESSENTIAL which is the problem aí man. This 
evasion and evasiveness is a part of the deep structure of man. The running 
away from the exit out of the trap is the result nf this structure of man. Man 
fears and bates thc exit from the trap. He guards cruelly against any attempt 
at finding the exit. This is thc great riddle. 

All this certainly sounds crazy to the living beings in thc trap. It would 
mean cerrain death for the speaker of such crazy things if he were within 
the trap together with them; if he were a member of a scicntific academy 
which spends much time and money on studying the details aí the walls of 
the trap. Or, if he were a member of a church congregation which prays, in 
resignation ar hope, to get out af the trap. Or if he were the provider for a 
family whose only concern is not to starve in the trap. Or if he were an em-
ployee of an industrial concern which does its besr to make life in the trap 
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as comfortable as possible. It would mean death in one forro or another: by 
ostracism, or by being jailed for the violation of some law, or, under appro> 
priate conditions, the electric chair. Criminais are people who find the exit 
from the trap and rush toward it, with violente toward the fellow man in the 
trap. Lunatics who rot away in institutions and are made to twitch, like 
witches in the Middle Ages, by way of electric shock, are also trapped men 
who saw the exit but could not overcome the common horror of approach-
ing it. 

Outside the trap, right dose by, is living Life, ali around one, in everything 
the eye can see and the ear can hear and the nose can smell. To the victims 
within the trap ir is eternal agony, a tempration as for Tantalus. You see it, 
you feel it, you smell it, you eternally long for it, yet you can never, never 
get through the exit out of the trap. To get out of the trap simply has become 
an impossibility. It can only be had in dreams and in poems and in great 
music and paintings, but it is no longer in your motility. The keys ta the 
exit are cemented into your own character armor and into the mechanical 
rigidity of your body and soul. 

This is the great tragedy. And Christ happened to know it. 
If vou live in a dark cellar too long, you will bate the sunshine. You may 

even have lost the power of the eye to tolerate light. From this comes bate 
toward sunlight. 

The living beings in the trap, in arder to adjust their offspring to the Ide 
in the trap, develop elaborate techniqucs tn keep life going on a tight, low 
levei. There is not space enough in the trap for great swings of thought ar 
action. Every move is restricted on ali sides. This has, in the long run of 
time, had the efTect of crippling the very organs of living Life. The sense of a 
full life itself has gane from the creatures in the trap. 

Stili, a deep longing for happiness in life and a memory of a happy Life 
long past, before the entrapment, has remained. But longing and memory 
cannot be livcd in real life. Therefore, hatred of Life has grown from this 
tightness. 

Let us subsume ali manifestations af this hatred against the Living under 
the heading "MORDER OF CHRIST." Jesus Christ had fallen prey to the Hatred 
of Me Living on the part of bis conremporaries. His tragic fate offers itself 
as a lesson in what our future generations will encounter when they will 
reestablish the laws of Life. Their fundamental task will be coping with 
human malignancy ("Sm"). As we scarch along this traia, trving to get a 
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glimpse of future possibilities, good and bad, Christ's story acquires a tragic 
significance.... 

MOCENIGO 

The Murder of Christ in Giordano Bruno 
There are empty souls which thirst for excitement of some kind to fill their 
desert minds, They will, accordingly, hatch evil. Not ali of them, true, but a 
few will do it, and their victims will most likely be a Giordano Bruno. And 
Giordano Bruno is chosen as a victim because he rediscovered Christ in the 
Universe, 	the love of God in terms of astrophysics. 

Bruno had, in the sixteenth century, by mere thought, anticipated the 
factual discovery of the cosmk orgone energy 	the twentieth century. He 
had discovered and captured in a system of thought, the interreiations be-
tween the hody and the mind, the single organism and its environment, the 
basic unity and multiplicity of the universe, an infinite universe embracing 
infinitely numerous worlds. Everything exists for itself, and yet it is an inte-
gral part of a whole. Therefore, the individual unir or soul exists for itseif 
and, at the same time, is a part of the whole which is infinite, one and multi-
ple at the same time. Bruno believed in a universal soul which animated the 
world; this soul to him was identical with God. Bruno was basically a func-
tionalist. He knew about the simultaneous functional identity and antithesis, 
even if only in an ahstract manner. He moved within the general stream 
that carried human thought to the concrete formulation of functional orgono-
metric equations four hundred years later. He described, according to bis 
orgonotic sense, many qualities of the atmospheric orgone energy which the 
discoverer of the Life Energy in the twentieth century made visible, man-
ageable and usable in a practical, bio-energetic way. To Bruno, the universe 
and ali its paris had qualities identical with life. In bis system there was no 
unbridgeable contradiction between individualism and universalism, since the 
individual was an integral part of an ali-encompassing whole, and not a 
mere number to a part in a sum of paris, as in mechanical mathematics. The 
"World Soul" was in everything, acting as an individual soul and, at Me same 

time, as an integral part of the universal soul. Thesc views are, in spite of 
astrophysical formulation, in accord with mudem orgonomic functionalism. 

Bruno had discovered the road that leads to knowing God, and therefore  

he had to die. And die he did, indeed, a death of nine long years, from 1591 
till 1600, when on February 16th in the early morning he was led, with 
prayers, by the heirs of Jesus Christ, to the stake and given over to the flames, 
ali in the name of love of the Creator. 

Though the C.atholic Church, due to the great power it exerted over 
millions of human souls, had developed the cruel techniques of empire build-
ers; though it developed them into a great art, among them the hurning at 
the stake of dangerous searchers of the realities of Christ's world, it would be 
wrong to attributc these ways of the devil to the church only. The church is 
no more responsible for the creation and maintenance of the methods of the 
ernotional plague than was Nero ar Caligula or Genghis Khan or, in modera 
times, the Hitlers and the Stalins. The plague has developed its rampant 
malignancy wherever leaders had to face the grave task of holding sick, 
deadened, cruel multitudes togcther in unity and cnoperation. 

Bruno's teachings, in the right direction as they were, carried with them 
too much force, too much power to change the order which kept the still-
slurnbering mass of human animais together—a mass which within the next 
three centuries would develop its dreams into upheavals that were destined 
to shake the world of man to its very foundations. To permit the discovery 
of God and bis Kingdam to betume a practical reality, to let men grasp with 
their minds and hearts and their practical lives what the church had trans-
formed into a mystery, removed far away into unreachable heavens, would 
have amounted to precipitation of an early general disaster. This is the 
tragedy of ali knowledge which emerges at the wrong time into an unpre-
pared world. Therefore, Bruno the Nolan had to die. 

It is rarely the inquisitors in high places, the attorney generais, the high 
pontiffs of established belíefs, who start the trouble. It is not the multitude 
of passive, suffering and dreaming mankind which takes the Brunos before 
the tribunal of inquisitors, condemned in advance to die, and thereupon 
delivered to the stake to burn. Neither inquisitor nor sleeping mass of man-
kind are or feel responsible for the death of a knower. The sleeping men are 
entirely unaware aí what is perpetrated in their behalf, and the inquisitor 
only follows the ser rules of certain laws, mechanically, in a wooden manner, 
like a robot, without mercy or freedom to act otherwise. 

The true killer who starts the ugly show, is usually an inconspicuous, 
"upright" citizen who has nothing to do with either the problem of the 
sleeping and dreaming herd of men or with the grave administrative respon- 
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sibilities aí the inquisitors and judges. The true killer is the bloodhound who 
stirs up the escaped prisoner, not because he hates the prisoner or because he 
is out to restore justice or because he knows anything at ali what it is ali 

about. The true killer is an accidental nuisance, a mishap that strikes the 

victim without rhyme ar reason, like a stray bullet from the gun of a hunter 
who misses a deer and kills a casually by-passing game warden. 

The true killer does not intend to kill this specific person or any other 
individual. The victim becomes the prey of the pestilent killer for reasons 
which have nothing whatsoever to do with his true life or with his beliefs or 
his relationship to the killer. The victim only happened to cross the way of 
the killer at a certain moment; a mamem which bears importante to the life 

of the killer, but not to the life of the victim. An executioner who is paid for 
his job cif killing, does not bate his victim, he does not choose it or wish it 
evil. The executioner kills because he chose the profession o( killing, no 
matter who happens to be under his ax or guillotine blade ar in the electric 
chair. The killer, on the other hand, kills because he mure kill. The victim 

happens to be a victim only because he happened to be around at a certain 

opportune moment. 
The killer aí Giordano Bruno happened to be a Venetian nobleman by 

the utterly unimportant name of Giovanni Mocenigo. This name has no 

rational meaning whatsoever. Nobody had heard of it before the killing, and 
nobody even cared to remember it after the killing. His name could have 
just as well been Cocenigo ar Martenigo. h wouidn't matter at ali. Mocenigo 
is a nonentity of some proportion. He knows nothing, does nothing, laves 
nothing, cares for nothing except for his complete nothingness. He sits around 
ar walks around, not necessarily always in a palace, habitually breeding evil. 
He produces dreams of evil like a hen lays eggs, one every once in asvhile. 
He is too smart to just do evil like a simple, daríng, foolhardy criminal, such 
as rabbing a bank to get money the easy way, or attacking a girl on the street 
at night out of sex-starvation. The pestilent killer does not even produce a 
sound reason for his evil deed. Since there is no sound reason within himself 
to commit a crime, he must search in someone else for a reason to kill. His 
own barrenness of soul and emptiness of mind is no good reason to kill; why 
should he kill somebody else if he himself is empty like a desert? Therefore, 
the pestilent character will hatch out a most elaborate reason to kill some-
body, no matter whom. The victim mure only have one characteristic to pro-
vide the gond reason to be murdered: He must in some way be at variante 

with the ways of the sleeping or sitting crowd, preferably a soul like Christ 
who knows the smell of eternity. 

The pestilent killer will, in contradistinction to the reasonable killer who 
goes after money or rape, gain nothing from the murder. He murders bis 
victim simply because he cannut stand the existente of such souls as Bruno's 
or Christ's or Ghandi's ar Lincolifs. He may be anybody in any government 
or cominercial office, in a bacteriologicai university institute ar in a cancer 
society. He may be young ar old, a man ar a ~man. What matters is only 
one thing: He hreeds evil out of frustrated, cruelly perverted genital desire, 
and hates the Love of God which he is resolvrd to kill in the mune o! God 
or Christ ar national honor. 

Accordingly. Mocenigo, the empty do-nothing nobleman from Venice, 
writes two letters to Bruno, who at that time lived in Frankfurt, jnviting the 
scholar to teach him the "art of memory and invention. ' That means: 

knows Bruno is very rich in a quite different manner than he himself, and 
he plans to suck dry his future victim. Bruno helieves in the power of lave 
which hinds ali together in ali and is the urge to ali good. Therefore, he is 
scheduled to he killed hy Mocenigo. Believing firmly in the great lave in the 
universe which binds ali men together into mie and creates the great good 
in man, just as Jesus Christ believed in the power of Love as the great force 
in the Kingdom of God, Bruno agrees to move imo the Nome aí his murderer. 

Bruno is expectecl to impart his knowledge of the great art of thinking to 
his murderer, Mocenigo. He is not supposed to give this knowledge to any-
body cise. When Bruno expresses his desire to return to Frankfurt to get some 
warks printed, Mocenigo objetes and threatens Bruno with the holy office. 
Mocenigo, of course, as every similar killer, has his connections with the 
Inquisition. He is going to use them to the detriment of the rich giver should 
the !atter not he willing to convey upon the killer bis great art of thjnking 
and memory. Mocenigo is firmly seu to get what he wants, even at the price 
cif murder. Of course, Mocenigo does not care for knowledge. He vvould not 
know what to do with it, how to handle it, how to let it grow ar how to 
apply it. 

He is only capable of sitting and breeding evil out of dead genitais. He does 
not care in the least for knowledge for the sake of knowing or learning or 
finding ar solving riddles. He just wants knowledge as you want a nice car 
or a juke bax to play gay tunes, ar a rowboat ar a gir1 from a certain bar, 
or just a dish of fish to fill your belly. It is the getting, the getting it from 
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somebody cise who has worked and toiled hard for it, that matters. Mocenigo 

rnust be filled up with knowledge which he can neither produce nor digest 
himself when he gets it. He cannot stand anybody cise having knowledge or 
the skill of obtaining wisdom. He cannot bcar secing somebody, even a 
thousand miles away, enjoying the belief in lave and a universal soul which, 
possibly, sometime in an uncertain future, could ar even factually would 
hind men together in peace. Whether you call them Mocenigo or Caiaphas 
ar judas or Saul of Tarsus ar Stalin, it is and remains aiways the same old 
story. They just cannot stand it: it makes them green with envy; it fills them 
with unbearable desire for samething they are utterly incapable of possessing, 
and thcrefore, they will deliver Christ to the cross and Bruno to the stake or 
scientific sociology to the dogs. The closer the future victim is to the Kingdom 
aí God with his knowledge, the surer will he be chosen to he murdered by the 

pestilent ch a rac ter. 
Ali this goes on with not a single soul, not even the murderer himself being 

aware of what is happening. When l3runo insists un departure, perhaps sens-
ing the malignancy of his murderer, Mocenigo seizes him at night from his 
bcd with the help of an "arm of the Law." From here onward the machinery 
of the organized emotional Migue of ali ages takes over like a robot grind-
stone, never to stop until the victim is squeezed to pulp. The envy and evil 
plotting of Mocenigo does not count and does not even appear among the 
argumenta in the protocols. The true motive of the murder is not mentioned 
ar even admitted to court at any time, neither in 1592 nor in 1952; neither in 
Italy nor in the USA ar in the USSK. The true motive of the cowardly killer 
is banned from inquiry ali over this planes, except where simple routine 
murdcrs are concerned, never in cases of the Murder of Christ. The Bar 
Associations of ali lands do not tolerate even the discussion of the motivation 
of such killing. The judges who sentence and the executioners go free, no 
matter how innocent the victim. If, occasionally, after decades, the error can 
no longer be kept hidden, the victim, if alive, must say, "Thank you very 
much," ar, if dead, somebody kneels in prayer at his grave. But nobody dares 
to attack the true killer. 

From now onward, it is aí no importante whatsoever what fins the pro-
tocols, whether it is forhidden to have the earth circle around the sun or to 
belicve in a Soul of the Universe ar in Universal Love or whethcr one has 
lectured here ar lectured there, whethcr one has been decent ali his life and 
committed only the blunder of meeting accidentally a pestilent sniper shoot- 

ing from ambush. Nothing matters, since the true motive is the murder of 
Christ who could actually accomplish the dreaded realization of the Kingdom 
of God on Earth. It does not matter whether Jesus actually proclaimcd him-
self as the King of the Jews or not. It is merely a pretext, and everybody is 
aware of this; therefore, nobody mentions it or does anything about it. The 
established law is geared to eternal seeking aí the Kingdom of God, but not 
to the finding of the Kingdom of Heaven, not to the ways of Christ who 
knows the ways of the Kingdom of God. Only formalities count. Every 
appearance of fairness and precaution not to commit a judicial murder will 
be carefully guarded in order to commit the murder in the "proper, legal" 
ways. No one should ever be accused of injustice. The record of honor must 
remain clean. Everybody knows what has been done, and nobody moves a 
finger. 

Much Iater, when the victim will have been long dead, when his screams 
to heaven in the evocation of God will have been silenced forever, when the 
tnyth of "justice done" will have evaporated, historians will dig out the facts, 
when ali is fairly safe; and it might happen that a Pope kneels at the grave 

one of the victims to restore his posthumous honor. Thank you, Sir! we 
hear the victim whisper. And God once more turns away from his Godlike 
creation, Man. and continues to send his prophets to preach in vast, empty 
deserts. Mocenigo is forgotten. Nobody investigated him, nobody even 
thought him guilty, though a few may despise him. More, there will be many 
who will tell you that Christ has been justly crucified, for he has acted as a 
common rebel against established government, that he had unnecessarily 
provoked the Scribes, that he would better have sat still and quiet and left 
the souls of men alone in peace to sit it out ever and ever after. And books 
will be written and read by the multitude, books that tell you how to escape 
the truth about the Murder of Christ, how to obtain peace of mind. Don't 
touch it, ever! 

JUDAS ISCARIOT 
1t will happen in front aí the very noses and ears and eyes of the great judges 
and wise men of ali nations, but they will not mention it except in special 
cases when it belongs to the past and serves their ends only. The people will 
keep silent, knowing well what the dirty game is, and they will protect the 
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evil betrayer of Christ, not the grace of have. 
You can find Judas Iscariot in every land, in every association of men 

gathering around a rich giver, in any age in the history of mankind. h is the 
follower, the ardent pupil, the une ready to die for his master ahead of ali 
the rest. It is the Little Man with the tight lips and the gale face, the burning 
eyes and with steel in his heart. h is the child beaten down into the mud, his 
soul flattened, grown up to be traitor by structure. h will be the bater and 
taker, the empty bag full of fury in expectatiun of heaven. The orle who will 
not grasp with bis body a single move or word or sound or look ar graccful 
stroke of his master. h will be the empty hag waiting to be filled with joy he 
himself can never, never create in others. h will be the sharp-tongued, snake-
like admirer of greatness he can never, never live up to. He is not out for 
thirty shillings of traitor's money. He is out to get the grace of God out of bis 
sight. He must end the torture of daily meetings with the great soul. He is the 
one who will suffer agonies in having to turn green-yellow envy into a 
hideous lave every single second of his being together with Christ, the San 
of Life. He will he the une who has lost his soul and life and joy and child-
hood and his leve for women and children. He will be the one who rides 
the bandwagon to get rich quick on the hack of the giver, to get fame for 
nothing, knowledge without effort, lave without sweetness, and first cif ali 
his daily filling up of his empty, dreary soul. He will cling to the rich giver 
like a leech. And he will feel desperate if he is kept from sucking the giver's 
riches for a single hour only. He will feel like a dirty rat, but he will not 
have the courage to kill himself. Therefore, he must kill the constant re-
minder of his own misery. He must destroy even the picture, the last memory 
of the torturing, life-giving strength there right in front of him. He can no 
lenger bear to Iook into an honest face, like a clean brook, a straight expres-
sion of quiet, patient love and understanding. 

He would never dream of killing a torturer of innocent children. Through 
the nights he nourishes his nightmares of a lost Life. He knows well bis soul 
will never, never return from the dead. It is dead already and there is nothing 
to return to. There is no Kingdom of Heaven for him, and why should he 
wait so long, anyhow ? Get going, Master. Get famous and be King of the 
Jews right away, to comfort my dried-up carcass, to fiel me with pride, even 
if for a brief hour only. Ler me feel my hardened heart bcat faster with joy 
at the sight of your triumphs. Why do you always talk of things I cannot 
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grasp or live ar feel ar ever hope to reach? Why don't you perform the 

things I can understand; the display of power, the howling of the herd of 
men, the uprising of ali the suppressed cif this earth toward a sudden victory 
of Heaven on Earth? Why should I have to search my soul, to repent, to 
change my ways, to Lake the paia of heart-breaking thoughts, to go through 

transformation of my Self? 
It ali can be had so much more easily, so much more to my liking, with 

trumpets and fanfares. lf you are the Son of God, why don't you destroy 
the enemies of my national honor? Why don't you fill my heart with swcet 
quiver at the sight cif a thousand soldiers cif the great emperor falling to 
picces with one stroke of your fist armed with a flaming sword? Paradise 
is forever closed to me, and, rnaming through this life without purpose, aim 
or love, sword and firo and death have heen my anly delights. My God is a 
God of revenge and thundering wrath. If you are the San of God, why don't 

you act like the San of My God? Y our God is strange and out of my reach. 

Lave is not of this world and never will be. You must force Man toward 
lave, if lave must be. 1 cannot bear your lave. I cannot any longer bear the 
pure rays of heavenly light. I must kill you, I must, I must, because I love 
you, and need you and cannot live without you any longer. And live 1 must, 

so die you must. 

1 must not ever gc to his enemies, but I will. In heaven's name, I must not 
betray my Master, but I surely will. 1 cannot forego the thrill of supreme 

hatrcd, the tickle nf remorse, the emation of fecling like a stinking skunk. 

So betray I must. Christ must and will prove that he is the San of God. He 

will rescue himself. He will at the last moment perform the great miracle to 

give me the faith I st) badly lack. 
I shall not really do him any harm. 1 shall force him finally to reveal him- 

self as God's true Son. He is my beloved manter, isn't he? 1 trust his strength, 

his godlike power. 1 shall not do him any harm. I do not want to do him any 
harm. But test 1 must his ways. He is too modest; he is not what 1 want him, 
must have him to be. He hidcs his power. He must prove it, shuw it, so 1 can 

be redeemed, freed from my eternal misery. 

THE BIO-ENERGETIC MEANING OF TRUTH 
Truth is full, immediate contact between the Living that perceives and 
Life that is perceived. The truthful experience is the fuller the better the 
contact. Truth is the more comprehensive the better coardinated are the 

functiuns cif living perception. And the living perception is coordinated ex-
actly to the extent of thc coordination of the motion of the living pmtoplasm. 
Thus truth is a natural function in Me interplay bettveen the Living and Mat 
which is lived. 

Truth, basically, is not, as many believe, an ethical ideal. It became an 
ethical ideal when it was lost with the loss of "paradise," 	the loss cif the 
full functioning of the Living in Man. Then truth was suppressed and the 
ideal mirrar itnage of truth seeking appeared. Neither is truth samething ta 
he striven for. You do not strive to make your heart beat ar your legs move, 
and you do not, by the same token, "strive" for or seek truth. Truth is in you 
and works in you just as your heart or your eyes work, well ar hadly. accord-
ing to the condition of your organism. 

The Living, in its constant interplay with its environment, lives trutl, fully 
to the degree in which it is in contact with its own needs ar, which means 
thc same, with the influencing of the environment to satisfy the natural needs. 
The cave man, in order to survive, had to know the ways of the wild animais, 
i.c., he had to know the truth about their manner of living and acting. The 
modern flier, in arder to arrive safely at his destination, mus' he in full con-
tact with and fully reactive ta every gust of wind, to the slightest change in 
the balance of his plane, to the clarity aí bis own senses and to the move-
ments cif his body. He flies truthfully. The slightest blurring of his sensory 
reaction to his inner and outer environment would kill him. Thus he lives 
truthfully when he manages the elcments and survives. Yet, he does not 
"search" or "strive" for truth while 

Truth. therefore, is a natural function, just as is walking or rttnning or 
hunting the bear by the Eskimo ar finding Me tracks of Me enemy by the 
ladian. lt is, within the framework cif the totality of natural functioning, an 
integral part cif the organism and it depends ao the integrity as well as inte-
gration of ali the senses. The fira, ORGONOTIC sente must be intact. Truth, no 
matter in what realm of life or whatever its scope, is thus a moi of the Living. 
in line with ali other tools that are given or shaped by the senses and the 
otganismic motility. The use of the weapon of truth is, therefore, the use of 
the fullest possible contact with ali situations of life, the sensing, the knowing, 
the contacting and the influencing of everything within and without. There-
fore, truth is a function most akin to growth. since developrnent is reaction of 
expansion and variation to various outer and moer stimuli. Only the truthful 
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organism can grow experientially, and the organism that cannot grow is not 
truthfttl, i.e., not ira accord with its own bio-energetic necessities. It remains 
sitting on the spot. 

There are certain truths which are a priori given by one's senses and 
movements. That Life, Living, is constant storioN, is such a self-evident truth 
itself. That Love is the merger of two organisms, is another such truth, 
self-evident from the sense of tonging for merger, actual merging and loosing 
one's circutnstribed individual identity during the embrace. That there exists 
something very alive and emotionally enlivening and vibrating and 11k-
giving in the atmosphere around us, is another such self-evident truth, no 
matter whcther it is called God or the Universal Spirit or the Great Father 
or the Kingdom of Heaven or Orgone Energy. This experience is common 
to all men and indelible. It is far older and more persistent than any other, 
less comprehensive perception of one's being. Watch a cocker-spanicl deliver 
and caro for its puppies, and you know what is meant here, what naturally 

given truth is. Truth is not something to be learned or imparted to the 
organism. 1t is buril as a crucial function within the organism and it develops 
as long as the organism maintains its unitary functioning, which means 
full orgonotic sensing. 

With the loss of paradise, that is, with the loss of living Life, with thc 
exclusion of crucial functions from men's senses, such as the genital em-
brace according to natural needs, the "TRL'TII SEEKF.R"  broke luto this world 
of a ravaged humanity. What is called "Sin" hy the Christian world, 
"Sabotage" hy the Red Fascists, "Ignorante" by the scientist is the expression 
of the loss of the full orgonotic contact with one's life; accordingly, substi-

lute. false, inadequate contacts had to develop to maintain life, as if on 
crutches. (About "contactlessncss" sce ClIAIRCTER ANALvsts, 3rd ed., 1948.) 
And this is the Alague at its inception. With the sio, the prophet carne about; 
with sickness, the medicine man. And among them there was rarely, very 
rarely, a Christ who dared to tnuch upon reality fully, without restriction, 
still here and there being bound down hy the apron-strings of his time, his 
culture or his people's customs. 

It is so very significant for the understanding of the emotional piague 
that the searching for truth becomes the more artificial and futile the closer 
what it searches for is to the genital emotions of mankind. Because Christ 
had touched exactly upon man's Inss of living Life within himself, which 
is. ultimately, the loss of his genital functioning rcplaced by the dry, empty. 
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frustrating 4-lettering, pushing desperatcly toward the lost paradise, his 

truth was deep, of cosmic dimensions, and it won a great pari of the world—
and was distorted worst of all, the distortion centering upon the "Sin of the 
Flesh." With thc seeking of the truth, instead of the living of the truth, the 

EvssioN OF =TH became the inseparable companion of truth-seeking. Eva-
sion of truth, not truth-seeking has prevailed so far. 

This is easily understandable. Truth, as a manifestation of Life's fullest 
contact with itself and its environment, is inextricably bound up with 
Life's cnergy economy. Truth, accordingly, if lived fully, stirs up the deepest 
emotions, and with the deepest emotions it stirs to high activity the urge 
for the genital embrace. Since, note, Me core of the energy release of Me 

Living has been excluded anel ostracized by men for ages, truth needs must 

be evaded, too. Every movement toward truth inevitably hrought man cioser 
tu the lost function. It is, therefore, no wonder that every truth-seeker was 
.iccused of "immorality" at all times and in all cultures built on genital 
suppression, and that the reactionary mind always fought truth as the way 
of the devil toward "immorality." 

The more genitality is excluded from men's senses and activities, the harder 
thc fight against the truth, the more complete is the transformation of a 
biological truth into a mystical "truth." The Christian religion is a mystified 

religion of the Living, directed against the very reality of what it represents 
and adores as an ideal. All lost actual virtues of nature reappear as ideal 
virtues, to be striven after. With this the dichotomy between the devil, who 
is a perverted God, and the realm of ethics is ever being borra. 

The EVASION ar THE TRUTH, so characteristic of man who lost paradise, i.e., 
who lost the feeling of God in his body, has, accordingly, its well justified 
raison d'êtrc. Truth, under the conditions of the full suppression of the laws 
of Life, stirs exactly those emotions which would upset the orderly wav of 
life which became crucial to armored 	existente. Truth, penetrating 
to the core of man's misery, would impede the joys he learned to obtain in 
bis substitute life: thc little, secret lave affairs, the little two weeks' vacation, 
the little joy in listening to the radio, the little squanderance. It would dis- 
turb severely his necessary adjustments to the hard way of life under given 
structural and work conditions. Let an American Indian or a northern 
Eskimo or even a Chinese peasant live in full use of the most advanced tech-
nical acquisitions of civilization, and they would be rendered hclpless in 
their usual way of life. These are banal things. What is meant here, essen- 
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tially, is that the crooked character structure of present-day man has its 

rational meaning and function which cannot be lightly discarded as the 
freedom peddlers of ali nations would advocate doing. They are ignorant of 
what "adjustment" means. They could not manage a single nervous break-
down due to inability to function actually according to the dreams. 

Even the dream of paradise, no matter in what form it appears, is racional 
and necessary. h fills the heart with a remainder of the old glow of Life 
within a dreary actuality, as a pin-up girl adds strength to the soldiers' guts 
in the firing line. The pin-up girl acts as a continuous torture, true, but it 
also helps to maintain the dream of life. 

All this tells us that, though crucial and the only weapon capable of 
disarming the plague as the truth is, it cannot possibly be commanded or 
injected ar taught or forced upon anybody who Lis not grown it in his 
organism from the very beginning. TRUTH IS REINO EvADED BECAUSE rr ts 

UNBEARABLE AND DANGEROUS To THE ORGAINISM WHICH IS INCAPABLE DF USING IT. 

Truth means full contact with oneself as well as with the environment. 
Truth means knowing one's awn ways as distinct from the ways of others. 
To force upon the fellow man truth which he cannot live, means stirring up 
emotions impossible for him to carry; it means endangering his existente; it 
means kicking off balance a well-set, even if disastrous, way of life. 

Truth is not what the Russian political prostitute thinks it ought to be: a 
tool of power, to be changed at will. One cannot change truth, as one cannot 
change one's basic character structure. 

This must he constantly born in mind as a pifitection against the prophets 
who, it is true, see the light but do not know how to enable their fellow men 
to take it in peace and full enjoyrnent. This, now, amounts to advocating the 
devil. 

There is, however, an irracional rationale in the persecurion of the truth, 
which cannot be overlooked if truthful living is eventually to prevail. Truth 
turns critically toward itself, as it wcre. If it has been persecuted through the 
ages, it reasons truthfully, there must he a good reason for it. There was a 
good reason in the rise of fascism of both the hlack and the red variety: 
Fascism has awakened a sleeping world to the realities of Me irrational, 
mystical character structure of Me people of Me world. The rationale of the 

evil influente of fascism in the twentieth century upon the Asiatic masses is a 
serious reminder of what harm the mystical transformation of living Life 
has done to billions of human beings over the ages. Such rational functions 

within the ugly irracional are a part of living Life, and the truthful organism 
will acknowledge it. If we do not exactly agree with the command to lave 
one's enemy, we can readily agree that "Lave Your Enemy" had the 
meaning of "Underaand the motives of your Enemy." Not a single leading 
politician in Germany before Hitler's ascent to the reign of terror had really 
studied Hitler's gospel. So they kept babhling about his being a "bought serv- 
ant of the bourgeoisie." To know Me rational in the deeply irrational is Me 
mark of truthful living, that is, of fully alive perception of the conditions of 
one's life. Only the stupid self-righteousness within the cmpty bag of a 
freedom-peddler manages to believe itself fuliy perfect and the enemy fully 
had. There is a racional motive in the most evil happenings. 'The grave 
situation in which adolescent youth finds itself today, the so-called juvenile 
delinquency, which means in six aut of ten cases simply the performing of 
the natural embrace under the most devastating circumstances, inner as well 
as outer,—this situation is truiy a reminder, directed toward a sitting world, 
of the laws of living Life within a maturing organism. And this voice will 
not stop screaming until the world stops sitting and starts moving onward. 

The evasion of the truth in matters of adolescents' plight is rational on 
the part of the educacional and medicai bodies carrying grave responsibilities; 
they would not know how to start doing, what to do, where to proceed in a 
single case of adolescent misery. They have, due to the chronic evasion and 
the continuous misrepresentation af the issue, lost the ability to learn and 
to know how to act. The old laws do not fit. They never did. The police is 
not the pmper agency to deal with juvenile misery, except in cases of full 
crime against life and safety. The physicians brought up in medicai schoois 
which either eschew the subject completely ("Do NOT EVER TOUCH IT") ar 
adhere to old, wrong, outworn concepts given by old, outworn, dried-out 
lifeless parents and educators, cannot possibly take responsibility or do 
anything. The educators are in a similar situation. Therefore, the plague 
maintains itself. Evasion of the issue becomes racional in a very had way. 
And proclaiming the full truth about the plague without preparation for 
its successful extermination would be equally criminal. What could millions 
of adolescents without parents who unclerstand their plight, without public 
support, without help of any kind, and, in addition, with a frwtrated 
structure and with sick minds, do with the full truth about their lives? 

The knnwer of the misery of adolescente keeps off the way of the Freedom 
peddler. The peddler peddles "freedom of sex" for adolescents as he uscd to 
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peddle "hread and freedom," not having the slightest whiff af an idea as 
ta huw broa(' and freedom are to be had; so he would, as he actually did 

for a while until he was stopped, peddle "freedom of sex for youth" in a most 
dangerous manner. No solution of any major social problem is possible 
without the full support of the public and without full knowledge of what 
is entailed. We must, hy ali means, nip in the hud the flourishing of a new 

brand of social nuisance, the Truth peddler. He will do more harm than any 

lie has ever done. 
The solution of the prublem of adolescenre and with it of juvenik delin- 

quency revires: 
A complete turra in matters af extramarital living together of boys and 

girls, serured hy Iaw. 
Fuli cooperation of the parents based ou racional, medicai understanding 

of adolescente. 
An upbringing of children from infancy onward which would insure 

character structure which couid take the severe jolts of a rich life and would 

he capable of full adaptation to the laws of hio-energy. 
Full support on the part of the social adrninistration. 
Housing of the population which would take into account the need for 

privacy for adolescents. 
Sufficient numbers of educators and physicians, healthy themselves. who 

would stand by in emergencies. This would require full puhlic recugnition 

cif the evasion of truth on the part af psychoanalysts who today help to form 

public opinion on mental health. 
A thorough revision af our ancient laws concerning rape and seduction 

of minors, to distinguish between /ove in adolescente and true criminal 

seduction. 
Full endorsement of the subject of human biology (in the orgonomic 

se use) in the schools. 
Adequate protection against the emocional plaque which could and cer-

tainly would wreak havac among the young orces who live happily. 
And many other grave matters which would turra up in due time. 
Ali this is unknown, and if known, it is inaccessible to the freedom peddler. 

It will be equally inaccessible to the truth peddler. Their only interest is to 

get youth into their organizations by way of political exploitation of the 
sexual misery of youth. The freedom peddler will in the future, as he so 
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often has done ia the past, start youth muvements and later hetray the very 
core of the life of adolescents by becoming more reactionary than the old, 
good conservative, since he had promised more than he could passihly fid-
a &ware of the freedom peddler in matters cif lave and Life. He does not 
mean what he says. He does not know anything about Life and the obstacles 
iri its way. He transforms ali realities into formalities and ali practical proh-
lems uf living I.ife into ideas about a future paradise aí humanity. Actually, 
in chis very manner, he lands himself and, if brought to power by gullihle 
masses of people, he lands the whofe population, too, in inter misery. 

The freedom peddler makes nua of matters of truth a KM tu lure people 
imo a trati. Truth to him is an "ideal" and not a daily way of doing things. 
He believes that he defends the truth if he is righteous. The conservarive, 
who, out of ara instinctive knowledge of the grear diffiruItie_s connected with 
the pursuit cif truth, defends the status quo in social living, is by far more 
honest. He fias, at least, a chance of remaining decent. The freedom peddler 
must, if he wishes to get along, sign bis soul over to the devil. 

Truth should be used cautiously against the Pear of truth which is justified 
hy actual conditions. Truth cannot be used as a tool without the infliction 
of pain, often severe pain; but neither can it he used like a medicai drug. 
ft is an integral part of the way aí life of the future and has to grato organi-
cally within the sentes and primai move menu ia our children from the very 
beginning ia infancy. And this requires social and legal protection which no 
freedom or truth peddler is ready ar able to give. 

Ali truth as a way of living requires is an opportunity tn express itself 
freely. It then wili grow by its own devires. All it needs is an equal chance 
with the lie and the gossip and the maligning and the kining of Life. 

Is this too much to ask for? 
Truth can be used as a weapon against the Murder of Christ only if it has 

grown straight like a tree and is branching out like an nak in the forest. 
A body that lies hy way of its very movement, a souI which lies ia the way 

it expresses itself, not being able to help it, cannot have truth implanted or 
injected into its veins. Truth in such containers would turra into a far 
worse lie than the simple Iie that had been deve!oped for the protection of 
the remainder of one's Self. Such truth, injected and turned imo alie, would 
be a horrible killer. h would have to prove continuously that it is NOT a lie, 
that it is nerir PER SE, that not ta helieve that ir is the very essence of truth 
is sacrilege versus the holy smoke aí the church ar the state nr the patmn 
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ar the matrun or the ruler or the nation or the this or the that. Listen to the 
proclamation of "true bolshevist truths" and you will know right away what 
truth injected into crooked bodies and turned into lies looks like and what 

it does. 
Therefore, beware cif the freedom peddler who peddles truths like shoe-

strings ia the market place. He is worse than a horse thief. The horse thief 
does not promise heaven on earth; he just steals a horse. The horse thief is 
strung up by the neck with a tope from the tree, hut the freedom peddler 

goes Free. 
The freedom peddler refuses ta learn why there has heen lying in the world 

for so long a time and in so many people. 
Learn how to recognize the freedom peddler by his righteousness, hy his 

stalwart uprightness, by his erect forefinger kept up high in the air like 
ttacher's rod; learn to know him by his cruelly glowing eyes and his rasping 

voice, by his rigid mouth and his inhuman ahsuluteness in his quest for the 

i mpossihle. 
The truth which grew organically in a truthful body is a truth that cambats 

the fake truth grown in rigid minds which deny the reality of nature and its 
manifestations. The sap of Life has fone from their blood. Here they believe 
that truth is what follows lagically from a given premise. The truth is what 
reveals to you first of ali why truth is so rarc and so difficult to ohtain, and 
why there exist impostors of truth who disclaim the reality of our existente. 

The system of a lunatic is not truthful though it foIlows logically from its 

premises. However, there is some kernel cif truth in everything proclaimed 

by men. 
People avoid the truth because the first bit of truth uttered and lived 

would draw more truth into action and so on indefinitely, and this ventilei 
rip mon people right off the customary tracks of their lives. Bui people, 
basically, know what is true and what is not, given if they so often render 
help to the lie. They support the lie because the lie has becnme a crutch 
without which life wouid not be possible. Therefore, in common human 
intercourse, the truth, and not the lk, is suspected as being phany. 

From the lie ia daily living has developed a technique to know the lk and 
be reconciled to it, to live with it. as it were. To use the truth against this 
lie wotrld sei the crusader beyond the gale of the human community. 

It is not a matter of "prnciaiming truth" but of living truth ahead of ane's 

fellotv man. And this is possible, but only if the truth is a tem,  truth, and not 

a made-up, cooked-up, proposed or propagated truth. The truth must be a 
picce of your SM as is your leg ar your brain or your liver. Otherwise, do 
not try to live a truth which is not akin to your whole being. It will tura 
imo a lie ia no time, and into a worse one to boot, than the lie which has 
grown organically in the makeshifts of social living. 

And this is the true difficulty ia getting across the truth afie lives. You are 
ia danger of being a voice ia the desert if you preach the truth. Don't preach 
truth. Show people hy example how to find the way to their own resources 
of truthful living. Let people live their own truths, not your truth. What is 
organic truth to une is no truth at ah to another man ar ~man. There is no 
absolute truth just as there are no two faces alike. And yet there are 
basic functions in nature which are common to ali truth. But the individual 
expression varies from body to body, from soul to soul. It is true that ai! 
trees have roots in the soil. But the concrete tree A could not use the roots 
of the concrete tree B to draw nourishment from the soil since they are not his. 
To maintain the special in the common, the variation in the rule is the 
essence nf wisdom. The variation, divorced from the common, the different-
ness is the way of the freedom peddler in his youth. The way of the common 
and the dictatoriaI rule for ali is the way of the freedom peddler when his 
yonth has gane out of 

The world is split up between the one and the other. It is called "indi-
vidualism" and "statism" ar present, and will be called many nther namcs 
hefore it will vanish from the surface of the earth. The children have nor 
heen bani yet who will live the laws of Life as they are in the trees of a 
Forest ar in the hirds ar in the com in the fields. 

Freedom peddling rnbs the truth of its oppnrtunity to prove itself, to 
sharpen its toais, to structuralize its conduct, to know its enemy, to cope 
with trouble, to persist in danger, to learn where it can turn into a lie worse 
than the native lie. Therefore, no roles can be given as to how to use the 
weapan of truth, as many a reader may have expected from there pages. It 
is again a sign ai the mystification of Christ that roles of conduct common 
to all are expected from another prophet. This is to escape the trouble of 
finding your own special truth within your own special Self as ir fits you, 
and not somebody else. 

There is oniy one common rule valid in finding the special truth valid for 
you. That is to learn to listen patiently into yourself, to give yourself a chance 
to find your own way which is yours and nobody else's way. This ieads nen 
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into chaos and wild anarchism but uhimately imo the realm where the 
common truth for ali is rooted. The ways of approach are manifold and 
none alike. The source from where the sap of truth is streaming is common 
to all living beings, far beyond the animal man. This must be so because all 
truth is a function of living Life, and living Life is basically the same in 
everything that moves by way aí pulsation. Therefore, the basic truth in 
all teachings aí mankind are alike and amount to only one common thing: 
To find your way to the thing you feel when you love dearly, or when you 
creste, or when you build your honre, or when you give hirth to your chil-
dren or when you look at Me stars at night. 

Accordingly, common to all saltes who knew the truth or were searching 
for truth, was the expression ia their eyes and the meaning of the alive 
movement in their faces. Ir is sad but true that the great clown in the circus 
carnes chis expression behind bis mask. He has touched upon great truths. 
It is the cxact opposite of the howling of a mob throwing stones into 
windows. It is far from the giggle of a coquettish girl who lures men to 
find out again and again how dangerous a man could be to her. It is con-
trary to the looks of ao executioner or the expression in the face of a dried-up, 
cruel, cunning, sneaking, hiding, ruthless, unscrupulous liberator of peoples. 
Know Me faces of Me fake liberators. Learn to see them wherever they turra 
up, potential ones and mature ones. Learn to know the dever handwagon 
rider who cannot look straight into your eyes. And you will know, by con-
trast, what the truth looks like. 

Truth knows no party lines, nor national boundaries, nor the difference 
of the sexes or of ages or of language. It is a way of being common to all, 
and potentially ready to act in all. This is the great hope. 

But truth is only potentially there; it is not ready to act as yet, like the 
seed in the field is only potentially there to yield the bread in the 'anil-. 
Draught and freezing cold can stop it where it is and prevent it from bearing 
fruit. 

The emocional plague is the freezing cold and the draught that keeps the 
seed of truth from yielding the fruit. The plague reigns where it is not 
possible for the truth to live. The eye, therefore, should be centered primarily 
on the plague and not on the truth, on the prevention of draught and 
freezing rather than on what the seedling will ar might do. The seedling will 
know its ways toward the Life-giving sun. It is the plague that kills the 
movement of the stem and it, therefore, requires all out. attention. It is not 
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the learning to walk in the infant, but the rock or the precipice in its way 
that is to be watched. It is a part of the tragedy of man that he did not see 
the precipice and believed in a perfect, readymade walking of the infant, 
instead of removing the obstacle in the way of the growing truth. 
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